
 
 

PHILIPPIANS CHAPTER 2 

Have this attitude in yourselves, which was also in Christ Jesus, who emptied himself, 
who humbled himself, who became a bondservant, who became obedient to the death, 
even death of a cross –  
Summarized theme of Philippians from chapter 2 verses 5-8. 

The Mind of Christ 

The main focus of Philippians Chapter 2 is the mind of Christ is humble. 

The model is Jesus Christ in His humanity, His humility. 
Have this attitude in yourselves which was also in Christ Jesus 

This instruction reaches back to 1:27-2:4 for its content and looks forward to 6-8 for its illustration. The literal 
translation is “let yourselves think this.”  

In this context, we have both content and the illustration, I am convinced that both the what and the how 
are in view in this section.  
Verses 6-8 contain the illustration of how to think; what is the illustration? The answer is one of the great 
Christological passages in Scripture. 

1. Jesus is equal with God and consequently is God 
2. Jesus made a conscious and deliberate decision not to hold onto the glory of God 
3. Jesus denied Himself His own divine rights (in this context this refers to the glory of God, the right 

to be served–2:3-4) 
4. Jesus took on the form of a bondservant 
5. Jesus was made in the likeness of men 
6. Jesus was obedient, to the death, the death of a cross 

Taking the form of a bond-slave 

The phrase is from the Greek “μορφὴν δούλου λαβών,” transliterated “morphēn doulou labōn.” All of these 
words we have seen before in various other studies.  

“μορφή morphē” is the same word from verse 6. 
“μορφή morphē” is used to describe that one thing/person shares in the unique quality or aspect of another. 
To say that someone is “morphē” indicates the nature is shared. Jesus emptied Himself and, in His 
humanity, shared the nature of a slave.  

“δοῦλος doulos” is a word that comes with a bit of controversy because of our history with slavery. The word at 
its base means slave; we say bond-slave because of the English understanding of slavery.  

In English, a slave is defined as “a person who is legal property of another and is forced to obey them.” This 
is further explained in an expose of the history of slavery as “Slavery is any system in which principles of 
property law are applied to people, allowing individuals to own, buy and sell other individuals, as a de jure 
form of property. A slave is unable to withdraw unilaterally from such an arrangement and works without 
remuneration.”  

But the word that we are trying to define is “δοῦλος doulos.” 
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Ancient Greek – One was typically born into the condition rather than being made a slave. A slave was 
subject to a complete debasing socially and was considered sub-human regardless of ethnicity. 
Autonomy was the highest prize in the Hellenistic world; thus, servitude was the absence of any such 
freedom. Although the position of slaves within households differed, the dependence of the slave upon 
another and his or her subjection in service made it repulsive to Greeks. 

Septuagint – “ דַבָע  ‘āvadh” dominates the translations into “δοῦλος doulos.” In the Old Testament, people 
could choose to be slaves by selling themselves for provision or protection. One could enslave someone 
against his will, but it was considered to be a significant violation of the Law and punishable by death 
(Exodus 21:16). In the Hebrew text, being a slave is temporal unless volunteered by the slave. Because 
of the biblical rules of slavery, the predominant use deals with voluntary slavery. Thus, bond-slave is 
used to differentiate.  

New Testament – The word group is diverse with many cognates and implications. However, the base 
concept remains consistent. The word group is used 182 times with 126 of those times being the noun, 
slave. None of the references refers to the process; most of them refer to slaves as a reality or simply a 
person subservient to a master. The subservient aspects are of the saints to Christ. 

λαμβάνω lambanō – The word means to take or grasp in the active voice (receive or obtain in the passive 
voice). This participle is in the active voice. Jesus Christ took for Himself the very nature and character of a 
slave. This also looks back to verse 6 where Jesus decided to not hold onto the glory of God but deny Himself 
of His divine rights, to serve instead of being served. 

This phrase supports the main sentence of “He emptied Himself,” “having taken (the) form of a slave.” In the 
context, who is Jesus serving? 

Jesus Christ, Servant 

His servanthood and obedience are of course to the Father (not My will but Yours). But this is also 
understood in how Jesus Christ functioned as a man to others. 

Luke 22:27 – Jesus’ example to the disciples is to serve, not be served. 
John 13:5-17 – Jesus gave an example of humble servanthood by the ultimate act of humility, washing 
the feet of the disciples.  
Mark 10:41-45 – The Son of Man came to serve, that is to give His life as a ransom. We can evaluate the 
life of Jesus and determine that He, indeed, served others (healing, provisions, teaching), but the primary 
way that He served is in His sacrifice. 

The primary use of the passage in Philippians is that of the sacrificial death of Jesus Christ. 

This is no off-the-cuff observation by Paul. When we read Isaiah (Isaiah 52:13-53:11), we will recognize 
that Paul is alluding to Isaiah. 

Jesus’ obedient death is an example for us to follow as well. 
Ephesians 5:1-2 
Colossians 3:12-14 
1st Peter 2:20-23 
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Being made in the likeness of men 

What was seen last hour continues in this hour’s observation. “He emptied Himself” is the main sentence in this 
section. This is then supported by three participles: 

1. Having taken the form of a bond-slave 
2. Having become in the likeness of men 
3. Having been found in the appearance of a man 

The section then repeats with a restatement of emptying, “He humbled Himself.” This is another complete 
sentence with one more participle in support, having become obedient, unto death, a cross’ death.  

“He emptied Himself” is not the same as “He humbled Himself.” But we can observe that both sentences are 
advancing the illustration to the utmost. This illustration helps the reader understand the command in verses 3-4. 
The illustration conveys: what is to be done, why it is to be done, and what does it look like. 

Contained in this illustration is one of the most perplexing paradoxes every revealed to mankind. God became a 
man and lived as a human, not only to be our atoning sacrifice but also to be our example. 

Suffering, difficulty, sacrifice, and servanthood always precede glory and honor. 

 

Contrasting Descriptions   

In biblical Greek, we have such a clear revelation of the nature of Jesus Christ. Last hour we saw that form is 
the word “μορφή morphē.” This word is used to describe that one thing/person shares in the unique quality or 
aspect of another. To say that someone is “morphē” indicates the nature is shared. Jesus emptied Himself and, 
in His humanity, shared the nature of a slave. 

Now we have the word likeness, “ὁμοίωμα homoiōma,” which means likeness, a copy, similar but not the same. 

Romans 1:23 

Romans 6:5 

Romans 8:3 

This does not mean that Jesus was not a man; we demonstrated that last week to great effect. Rather this 
demonstrates that Jesus was different. 

In verse 8, the NASB states the He was found in appearance as a man. This word and sentence are even more 
compelling in understanding that Jesus, although human, was unique. Appearance is the word “σχῆμα schēma” 
and means figure, shape, or appearance (as opposed to what is actually real).  

Also, the comparative adverb, “ὡς hōs,” which means “as” is used. This introduces a model for comparison 
or the object for comparison. Jesus, although God, was found in the figure in comparison to a man. 

This is not to discount the reality of Jesus’ humanity, but there is one major difference (Hebrews 4:15). He 
was made into flesh yet without the sin nature and without any sin. Jesus is unique. 
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He Humbled Himself 

The word for humbled is the same word root word used in verse 3 (only compounded with the word for mind). 
“ταπεινόω tapeinoō" means "to make or bring low." The word is to be connected to verse 7 but not fully. The 
emptying is the self-denial of His divine rights, the humbling is in direct reference to His death. 

We can observe that leaving the abode of heaven is a form of humility. 

We can observe that Jesus serving His creation is a form of humility. 

We can observe that being subject to the nation that He is supposed to rule is a form of humility. 

But all that pales in comparison to the example given in Philippians. 

The verb is in the active voice; the self-humiliation is this passage is captured in the participial phrase “having 
become obedient unto death, even death of a cross.” 

The statement obedient unto death needs full examination. 

The adjective “ὑπήκοος hupēkoos” is translated obedient. The root word is “ἀκοή akoē,” which means to hear, 
and a cognate of the verb “ὑπακούω hupakouō.” The word group means to listen, to hear and properly respond. 
The word can either imply a proper answer or it can mean to complete what was instructed. The idea of 
obedience is accurate; however, we must analyze the context of the word to understand what the proper 
response is to statement heard. 

Jesus Christ heard the instruction from the Father and properly responded. In this context, Jesus properly 
responded to the instruction to die. We know that Jesus heard and properly responded to the Father through the 
communication of the Spirit (John 5:19, 30, 6:38, 8:27-29). 

The writer of Hebrews spoke of the obedience of the Christ (Hebrews 5:7-8). 

Once again, Jesus Christ was obedient to the will of the Father as communicated to Him through the Spirit. 

Jesus became obedient “unto” death (not obedient to death). The preposition “μέχρι mechri” means “as far as,” 
or “unto.” Jesus is the Life; He is master over death which is evident that He raised Himself from death. 

There is no definite article in front of cross. This indicates characterization of the kind of death Jesus suffered; a 
cross' death. 

Death by crucifixion on a cross is well documented as not only torture, but it was also humiliating. The one who 
is crucified is often naked. Were Jews afforded a loincloth? Probably not. This fact is probably more shameful 
in our day in how we deal with privacy, but this does not negate the fact that He was brutally beaten, spat upon, 
mocked, tortured, hung to suffocate, naked, alone, in agony both in the flesh and spirit. 

“The shame of nudity is compounded by bodily functions. Those crucified like Jesus are not drugged; they 
are fully aware but, as all their weight is on their arms, they slowly suffocate. Blood flow becomes severely 
restricted and the body would swell up like balloons.” 

Theological Impact 

Paul is writing about Jesus in His humanity as an example for us to follow. Jesus is the perfect example of self-
denial, of self-humbling, of perfect hearing/responding.  
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The impact of the cross would have been a well-understood visual for the saints. They understood the nature of 
crucifixion and the thought of that alone would compel the reader to consider the example of Jesus Christ. 

What was the message? The Philippian church was to fully understand this passage and the example and apply 
the lesson to the interaction with fellow believers. Very few people in history have the opportunity to be truly 
persecuted for Christ. The Philippian Church does not seem to come under such pressure, but they should take 
the example of Christ and choose to humble themselves, becomes a slave of God, and serve others.  

Pressure from the outside is often unavoidable. The decision to humble oneself and serve fellow believers is the 
ultimate Christlikeness they could fulfill. 

What are we to do? We understand that the theological impact for the Philippian Church is also the same for us. 
The circumstances and culture change, but the humility of mind remains the same. 

1. Nothing from selfishness or empty self-glorying – (be, do, think) 
2. We need to think more highly of others than we do ourselves 
3. We need to look out for the needs and interests of others 
4. We need to think like Christ 

 
 


